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 COMPUTING                 LONG TERM PLAN 

Curriculum Intent Statement 
 
As subject leaders we strive to adopt and construct a curriculum that is ambitious and aspirational; designed to give all learners and 

groups of learners, including the most disadvantaged and those with SEND and higher levels of needs, the knowledge and cultural capital 

they need to succeed in their future lives. 

We continually strive to make adaptations and reasonable adjustments to enable all our pupils to access our school curriculum and we aim 

to provide a range of enhancement opportunities to engage all children in their learning. 

We recognise that all pupils are entitled to a quality of provision that will enable them to achieve their full academic and personal 

potential. 

We firmly believe that childhood should be a happy, investigative and enquiring time in our lives where there are no limits to curiosity and 

where all children are exposed to new experiences and knowledge through a varied curriculum regardless of barriers to learning. 

 

In line with the 2014 National Curriculum for Computing, our aim is to provide a high-quality computing education which equips children to 

use computational thinking and creativity to understand and change the world. The curriculum will teach children key knowledge about 

how computers and computer systems work, and how they are designed and programmed.  

 

Learners will have the opportunity to gain an understanding of computational systems of all kinds, whether or not they include computers. 

By the time they leave Brookhurst, children will have gained key knowledge and skills in the three main areas of the computing curriculum: 

computer science (programming and understanding how digital systems work), information technology (using computer systems to store, 

retrieve and send information) and digital literacy (evaluating digital content and using technology safely and respectfully).  

 

The objectives within each strand support the development of learning across the key stages, ensuring a solid grounding for future 

learning and beyond. 
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Aims of the National Curriculum 
 

Purpose of study 

 

A high-quality computing education equips pupils to use computational thinking and creativity to understand and change the world. 

Computing has deep links with mathematics, science, and design and technology, and provides insights into both natural and artificial 

systems. The core of computing is computer science, in which pupils are taught the principles of information and computation, how digital 

systems work, and how to put this knowledge to use through programming.  

 

Building on this knowledge and understanding, pupils are equipped to use information technology to create programs, systems and a range 

of content. Computing also ensures that pupils become digitally literate – able to use, and express themselves and develop their ideas 

through, information and communication technology – at a level suitable for the future workplace and as active participants in a digital 

world. 

 

Aims 

 

The national curriculum for computing aims to ensure that all pupils:  

 can understand and apply the fundamental principles and concepts of computer science, including abstraction, logic, algorithms and 

data representation  

 can analyse problems in computational terms, and have repeated practical experience of writing computer programs in order to 

solve such problems  

 can evaluate and apply information technology, including new or unfamiliar technologies, analytically to solve problems  

 are responsible, competent, confident and creative users of information and communication technology.  
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Subject Content 

 

Key Stage 1 Key Stage 2 

 understand what algorithms are; how they are implemented 

as programs on digital devices; and that programs execute 

by following precise and unambiguous instructions  

 design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific 

goals, including controlling or simulating physical systems; 

solve problems by decomposing them into smaller parts 

 create and debug simple programs   use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work 

with variables and various forms of input and output 

 use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of simple 

programs  

 use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms 

work and to detect and correct errors in algorithms and 

programs 

 use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, 

manipulate and retrieve digital content  

 understand computer networks including the internet; how 

they can provide multiple services, such as the world wide 

web; and the opportunities they offer for communication 

and collaboration 

 recognise common uses of information technology beyond 

school  

 use search technologies effectively, appreciate how results 

are selected and ranked, and be discerning in evaluating 

digital content 

 use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal 

information private; identify where to go for help and 

support when they have concerns about content or contact 

on the internet or other online technologies.  

 select, use and combine a variety of software (including 

internet services) on a range of digital devices to design and 

create a range of programs, systems and content that 

accomplish given goals, including collecting, analysing, 

evaluating and presenting data and information 

  use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly; 

recognise acceptable/unacceptable behaviour; identify a 

range of ways to report concerns about content and contact. 
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At Brookhurst, computing is taught either as a discrete subject or as an integral part of the wider curriculum. This ensures children are 

able to develop depth in their knowledge and skills over the duration of each of their computing topics. We use the ‘Switched On: 

Computing’ scheme, published by Rising Stars, as a starting point for the planning of our computing lessons, which are often richly linked 

to engaging contexts in other subjects and topics.  

 

We have laptops which can be either used in the Hub, which has an interactive TV screen, or the laptops can be taken into the 

classrooms. Each classroom has an interactive TV and a desktop computer. Other desktops are arranged in the different year group areas 

to be accessed during the day. We also have a set of ipads dedicated to computing and another set of ipads which are dedicated to 

Accelerated Reader.  This ensures that all year groups have the opportunity to use a range of devices and programs for many purposes 

across the wider curriculum, as well as in discrete computing lessons. Employing cross-curricular links motivates pupils and supports them 

to make connections and remember the steps they have been taught.  

 

The implementation of the curriculum using Rising Stars also ensures a balanced coverage of computer science, information technology 

and digital literacy. The children will have experiences of all three strands in each year group, but the subject knowledge imparted 

becomes increasingly specific and in depth, with more complex skills being taught, thus ensuring that learning is built upon. For example, 

children in Key Stage 1 learn what algorithms are through the use of bee-bots, which leads them to the design stage of programming in 

Key Stage 2, where they design, write and debug programs, explaining the thinking behind their algorithms.  
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Year 
group 

Autumn  Spring  Summer 

N       

EYFS We are computer operators 

 

Children will develop their skills using a 

computer mouse, manipulating it around the 

screen and understanding the uses of the 

left button (to select an item) and the right 

button (to scroll through options). 

 

Children will be introduced to a keyboard and 

begin to type on it. Children will be 

challenged to write their name and a basic 

sentence in Microsoft word 

 

We are artists 

 

Children will be introduced to 

computing artwork and use their 

skills to investigate a range of 

colours and shapes. Children will be 

challenged to use colour for 

specific purposes. 

 

Children will look at a range of 

patterns, recognising common 

features and talking about them. 

They will then build on their 

computer mouse skills and colour 

knowledge to create their own 

patterns. 

 

We are data 

handlers 

 

Children will use 

computers to create 

a simple graph and 

develop their 

knowledge of handling 

data. This will involve 

counting and showing 

numbers as data on a 

computer. 

 

We are 

photographers 

 

Children will 

develop an 

understanding of 

the similarities 

and differences 

between a laptop 

and a tablet (in 

this instance an 

iPad). 

They will use the 

device to take 

photos, 

capturing images 

of their own and 

their peers 

work. 
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Y1 We are treasure hunters 

 

Children understand that a programmable 

toy can be controlled by inputting a sequence 

of instructions. 

They develop and record sequences of 

instructions as an algorithm an program toy 

to follow their algorithm. Children debug 

their programs and predict ow heir programs 

will work. 

 

Overall skills – Throughout academic year. 

 

 Develop basic skills through typing and 

formatting text. 

 Develop basic mouse skills and skills in 

logging on off the computer. 

 Develop skills in storing and retrieving 

files and combining text and images. 

 Discuss their work and think about 

where it could be improved. 

We are painters 

 

Children use the 

web safely to 

find ideas for an 

illustration. They 

select and use 

appropriate 

painting tools to 

create and 

change images on 

the computer. 

Children 

understand how 

this use of ICT 

differs from 

using paint and 

paper. They can 

create an 

illustration for a 

particular 

purpose and know 

how to save, 

retrieve and 

change their 

work. 

 

We are 

collectors 

 

Children find 

and use 

pictures on the 

web and know 

what to do if 

they encounter 

pictures that 

cause a 

concern. 

Children can 

group images on 

the basis of a 

binary (yes/no) 

question. They 

can organise 

according to 

clear rules and 

organise images 

according to 

some criteria. 

They are asking 

and answering 

questions about 

their images.  

 

We are film 

directors 

 

Children break down 

a process into simple, 

clear steps, as in an 

algorithm. They use 

different features of 

a video camera and 

use a video camera to 

capture moving 

images. Children 

develop collaboration 

skills an discuss their 

work and think about 

how it could be 

improved.  

 

We are 

storytellers 

 

Children use 

sound recording 

equipment to 

record sounds 

and develop 

skills in saving 

and sorting 

sounds of the 

computer. 

Children develop 

collaboration 

skills as they 

work together in 

a group. They 

understand how 

a talking book 

differs from a 

paper-based 

book and share 

recordings with 

an audience. 
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Y2 We are 

internet users 

 

Children learn 

how to log onto 

the computer 

system 

independently, 

accessing 

software and 

using the 

internet for 

research 

purpose (linked 

to history). 

Children also 

understand the 

importance 

about internet 

safety using 

‘Hector's 

World’ 

 

We are Photographers  

 

Children learn how to take 

using a digital camera or 

iPad., save and manipulate 

photographs (changing 

size, including borders etc) 

.Children develop skills 

using word processing and 

the school welearn365 

email system. 

We are 

astronauts 

 

Children use 

beebots to 

navigate 

different 

courses, 

developing their 

programming 

skills from year 1. 

They are also 

introduced to 

Scratch and 

coding. 

(Geography link) 

 

We are word 

processors 

 

Children build 

on the skills 

developed in 

term 1 by 

accessing 

Microsoft word 

and using it to 

record 

information 

they have found 

researching on 

the internet. 

Child then use a 

range of 

presentational 

devices to 

produce a 

leaflet using 

different fonts, 

sizes, colours 

and adding 

images. 

 

 

 

 

We are zoologists 

 

Children apply a range 

of data handling skills 

to interpret and 

record sets of data. 

(Maths link) 

 

We are word 

masters 

 

Children extend 

their knowledge 

about how word 

documents can 

be manipulated, 

adding text 

boxes, changing 

layout options, 

manipulating 

text and 

presenting 

computer based 

writing for a 

range of 

audiences. 
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Y3 We are communicators 

 

Basic computer skills 

-making a password 

-logging in/out/shutting down 

-using Word to create a document 

Using safe email communication. 

Children use their personal email accounts to 

communicate safely with others including: 

other children, teachers and parents. 

Learn how to add an attachment (a piece of 

their own computing work?) 

Ext: Video messaging – set up a skype call? 

 

We are 

programmers 

 

Using software 

for e.g. Scratch 

(preferably) or 

Microsoft 

Powerpoint to 

create a short, 

scripted 

animated cartoon. 

Create 

characters and 

backgrounds, add 

sound, review and 

improve an 

animation 

individually or in 

pairs. 

 

We are bug 

fixers 

 

Building on rom 

using scratch, 

children work 

through 6 

example scripts 

with common 

bugs/errors 

which need 

fixing. 

Use the cd-rom 

section 

Software in 60 

seconds. 

 

We are opinion 

pollsters 

 

Collecting and 

analysing data, 

children create their 

own opinion poll and 

analyse the results by 

turning them into 

maths data (potential 

link to maths) 

 

We are 

presenters 

 

Children create 

and narrate a 

video of 

themselves 

practicing a 

sport or other 

skill (dance, 

magic trick, lego 

build etc.) 

Children use flip 

cameras, digital 

cameras or 

tablet 

computers 

(iPads). 

Save video into 

Microsoft Movie 

Maker (using 

free download).  

Frame shots, 

add narration, 

evaluate finished 

video. 
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Y4 We are 

software 

developers 

 

Children 

develop a simple 

educational 

game firstly, 

looking at 

simple, 

educational 

computer 

games. What 

makes a 

successful 

game? 

Children then 

plan and design 

a game, using 

scratch. This 

should be 

building on the 

scratch skills 

from year 3. 

 

We are toy designers 

 

Scratch or Lego WeDo. 

Children work in pairs to 

design a toy (this could be 

a blinking teddy bear). 

Children add sensors and 

outputs. 

Alternatively, use Lego 

Wedo to create a model 

that uses the sensors for 

movement (for e.g. the 

spinning bird or crocodile). 

Challenge children to make 

their own model using the 

pieces, can they make a 

walking duck? 

See 

http://vimeo.com/4313755 

We are 

musicians 

 

Producing digital 

music using Isle 

of Tune.  

Children use 

sequencing, 

selection and 

repetition to 

create different 

inputs and 

outputs. 

E-Safety link: 

Communicating 

with others 

safely and 

respectfully 

when online! 

Edit music, 

add/create music 

to form a backing 

track used to 

accompany work 

from a separate 

medium.  

 

We are HTML 

editors 

 

Understanding 

the history of 

the web and 

webpages. 

What are web 

pages, how are 

they made?, 

how are they 

written? 

HTML 

(hypertext 

mark-up 

language) is the 

method used to 

write/create a 

webpage. 

Look at 

examples of 

these… 

Ext: Could 

children use 

HTML to design 

their own 

webpage? 

 

 

We are co-authors 

 

Children design their 

own ‘mini-wiki’. 

Children will spend 

time designing and 

completing their 

document and then 

add or amend content 

on the real wikipedia. 

Children will learn 

about the value of 

online collaboration 

especially in wikis, 

develop collaborative 

writing and develop 

proof reading skills. 

Could they design the 

first Brookhurst 

Primary School page 

using our website 

content ? 

 

We are 

meteorologists 

 

Children will use 

spreadsheets or 

tables in word 

docs to keep a 

record of the 

weather, 

including the 

weather type, 

temperature and 

rain fall. 

Children will 

measure rainfall 

over a period of 

time and the 

data collected 

can by used for 

statistics work 

in maths. 

 

http://vimeo.com/4313755
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Y5 We are web 

developers 

 

Children 

develop an 

awareness of e-

safety and the 

need to stay 

safe online 

following the 

SMART 

acronym. 

Then, building 

on the work in 

year 4 as HTML 

editors and co-

authors, 

children create 

a website 

explaining about 

e-safety and its 

importance. 

(See pg 42, unit 

5.4 in switched 

on computing.) 

 

 

 

We are animators 

 

Children story board their 

own animation (which is 

developed from their 

literacy story writing: The 

Lion, The Witch And The 

Wardrobe). 

Children use staff iPads 

and hudles and the app 

‘Stop Frame Animation’ to 

create a stop frame 

animation of their story.  

 

We are artists 

 

Look at the 

Islamic prayer 

mats which 

children made in 

RE last term and 

consider the 

geometric art, 

using symmetry 

to create their 

mat. 

Children  will 

work in pairs to 

create geometric 

art designs using 

a range of 

programs; 

scratch, inkscape 

or an alternative 

progam shown in 

useful links (pg 

33 switched on 

computing) 

 

We are 

programmers 

 

Children will use 

Lego WeDo and 

follow 

instructions, 

program and 

debug to make 

models move 

and rotate. 

Models will 

first use 

pulleys, cams 

and belts 

before they 

progress to use 

sensors and 

triggers. 

 

We are game 

developers 

 

Children will use 

scratch and other 

coding websites to 

develop a game. 

Supporting resources 

include the unit 

poster, example 

games (scratch 

online) and switched 

on computing guide. 

 

We are robo 

makers and 

programers 

 

Using Lego 

Mindstorms 

children will 

build robots and 

program them to 

use a range of 

sensors.  

Children will 

build robots and 

program them to 

use sensors to 

affect their 

motions. 

Ext : robot 

wars ? 
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Y6 We are 

bloggers 

 

Children will 

develop an 

understanding 

of blogs, what 

they are, why 

they are used 

and the 

benefits of 

using/reading 

blogs. 

Then the 

teacher sets up 

a blog and 

children 

respond to it 

and other posts 

to support 

online 

communication 

skills.  

Blogging via 

purple mash 

We are programmers 

 

Children will develop their 

skills using Lego 

Mindstorms to build and 

program robots,  this will 

build on the skills from 

year 5 where children used 

a range of sensors, 

developing their ability to 

manipulate robots around a 

circuit, to stop on impact 

or change position/rotate 

on sensing a colour. 

We are app 

planners 

 

Children will plan 

the creation of a 

mobile phone app 

by considering a 

problem that a 

smartphone or 

tablet app can 

solve. Children 

work in groups to 

pitch their app 

and will work to 

plan what the app 

will do. 

Consider e-safety 

at this point 

regarding smart 

phones, 

communicating 

and challenges we 

face with them. 

Could these 

challenges 

support our app 

planning? 

Look into the use 

of 

touchdevelop.com 

We are 

interface 

designers 

 

Children will 

design the 

interface for 

their mobile app 

using power 

point or 

justinmind 

prototype.  

Use online 

tutorials shown 

on pg 43 of 

switched on. 

Children will 

sketch ideas, 

plan screens 

and use 

wireframe 

designs (see 

pages 44 – 48. 

We are app 

developers 

 

Children will develop 

a simple mobile phone 

app in groups 

(following their 

planning in term 1). 

Introduce children to 

the online tutorial at 

touchdevelop.com/app 

Children will need to 

evaluate this piece of 

work, what would 

they do differently? 

 

We are 

marketers 

 

Children will 

work 

collaboratively 

with their group 

to produce a 

range of 

marketing 

materials to 

promote their 

app. They will 

create a poster 

or flyer, shoot a 

short video and 

develop a simple 

website.  

Children will 

choose 

appropriate 

software and 

technologies to 

support their 

marketing. 

Website will be 

an extension 

activity if time 

allows – this 

could be used to 
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to use on tablets, 

any platform and 

smartphones. 

Children will need 

to use their 

Microsoft 

account (we 

learn?) 

 

challenge HA 

children? 

 

 

Curriculum Impact 

 

Our approach to the curriculum results in a fun, engaging, and high-quality computing education. The quality of children's 

learning is evident on our school app (MySchoolApp) and on the class blogs on Purple Mash. 

Much of the subject-specific knowledge developed in our computing lessons equip pupils with experiences which will benefit 

them in secondary school, further education and future workplaces. From research methods, use of presentation and 

creative tools and critical thinking, computing at Brookhurst gives children the building blocks that enable them to pursue a 

wide range of interests and vocations in the next stage of their lives. 

 


